THE  RUSSIAN   REVOLUTION:   A  TEST   CASE        IJI
so much a product of the whole past of Russian history as a
product of one of the most event-making figures of all time.
What manner of man was Lenin who filled this event-making
role in history? Under the circumstances, our curiosity is
entirely legitimate, because it is the character of the individual
which chiefly distinguishes the eventful man from the event-
making man. What we are particularly interested in is discovering
the combination of characteristics which gave Lenin political
pre-eminence over a galaxy of individuals who as thinkers,
writers, and mass orators displayed greater talents than he
possessed. Analysis of this, as of any form of genius, is difficult
to make. Particularly in politics, a medium in which virtues and
vices, reason and stupidity, have an entirely different specific
gravity than in the clear waters of personal relations and scientific
activity, is it difficult to evaluate genius. No bare enumeration
of character traits can do justice to the power of insight which
flashes to the surface when these traits operate together in the
context of problems, dangers, ideal goals.
One of the most conspicuous expressions of political insight
is the sense of riming. Without it, great intelligence can be
ineffective. Coupled with strong will, it can carry a mediocre
mind to the heights. No one who knew, say, Plechanov and
Stalin before February expected that one would fade out of the
historical picture so soon and that the other would gradually
emerge as the strong man of the strongest party. But it was
Lenin's superb sense of political timing, nourished by an
intelligence more practical than Plechanov's and a will more
inflexible than. Stalin's, that won an empire for the Bolsheviks.
Every adequate analysis of Lenin, the political man, must
note his stubborn tenacity of purpose and unsurpassable con-
fidence in himself. If he ever Jiarboured a doubt about the
ultimate success of his cause, the rightness of his tactical <Je-
cisions, the high price of victory paid out in human suffering
.and injustice, he never expressed it to anyone. He was beyond
[the corruptions of pleasure and immune to the impractical
delights of thought. His basic allegiance was to certain simple
ideal socialist goals which were at the same time so vague
that, given the consciousness of his own absolute integrity,
he could always justify" to himself what be did despite
appearances.

